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In this edition:

Unfolding financial events: the commentator’s curse• 
British American Tobacco• 
Howick Private Hospital Holdings• 

(n: immediate insight; receive knowledge by direct perception)
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Many years ago, before one of my 
first public speaking engagements, the 
butterflies were churning frantically 
inside me. I sought solace from my 
Mum, and although she did soothe the 
nerves away, the little adage that she 
recited to me, and which I have never 
forgotten, lingered at the back of my 
brain. That adage went something like 
this: “Just remember, as the Mummy 
Whale said to the Baby Whale, “It’s 
only after you start spouting that you 

get harpooned.”” Wise words indeed! Sports commentators 
suffer from the same affliction. No sooner have they predicted 
one course of action, than the complete opposite transpires. 
It is Murphy’s Law.

Why is this relevant? At the end of July we hosted a number 
of presentations to clients, during which we espoused our 
views on the markets and the prognosis for the balance of 
the year. Given such fragile sentiment, it was never going to 
be an easy topic, but it seems that no sooner had the last 
drink been poured than the markets started plummeting. 
The volatility experienced across financial markets in August 
is almost unprecedented.  At the time of writing, there 
had been six separate days in which the value of the Dow 
Jones Index in the US changed by 
more than 3.8% - in either direction. 
Unbelievable! The JSE was whipsawed 
along with its global peers, although 
a simultaneously weakening Rand 
took away some of the sting for local 
investors.

Unfortunately, we cannot say with any 
certainty that this period of stomach-
churning volatility is over. What we 
can offer is a recap of our thoughts – 
updated for unfolding events.

Our recent presentations highlighted two crucial items, the 
first being the European Debt Crisis, and the second, global 
growth. Our views on the European Debt Crisis remain little 
changed. In essence, countries (or governments) have lived 
beyond their means for a long time, funding extravagant 

schemes and social 
spending with 
additional debt. 
That was fine as 
long as investors 
wanted to lend 
them the money. 
That appetite has 
now evaporated, 
leaving countries 
with unsustainable 
debt burdens 
facing default as 
growth stagnates, 
taxes shrink, and 
obligations to investors rise. Not an enviable situation. 
Countries have defaulted in the past (Argentina and Mexico 
spring to mind.) In both cases, they had their exchange rate 
as a tool to stimulate growth. That option is not available 
to European countries, as they are all part of the Euro. 
Furthermore, an outright default is also not really feasible, 
given that the bulk of the investors (people who have lent 
them the money) are European banks. If Greece (and others) 
default, banks will lose billions, and the global economy will 
find itself right back where is started in 2008 after Lehman 
Brothers collapsed. That scenario is in no-one’s best interest.

In our opinion, the large, structural 
issue of simply too much debt, 
remains. However, that situation 
takes time to create, and it will take 
time to correct. What is required 
is a mechanism that allows these 
countries to borrow sufficient money 
to repay existing creditors and keep 
government services afloat, whilst 
government policy is changed to 
cater for higher taxes and lower 
spending. European leaders have 
recognised this, and have created 

various vehicles for this purpose.  Calm has returned, for the 
time being. There is little doubt in our mind that markets 
will oscillate between periods of calm and periods of panic. 
Whether countries leave the Euro Bloc is a question that only 
time will answer. There is a strong case to be made for both 
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Michael Porter

“Generally speaking, European 
governments have committed 

themselves to a period of fiscal belt-
tightening – the dreaded “austerity 
measures.” Given sufficient political 
will (to be fair, there is little choice), 
and time, these actions will correct 

the past excesses, but it will take 
time.”

The commentator’s curse: egg on face.
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sides. There is enormous political will to see the Euro survive, 
but markets (or should that be highly speculative investors) 
are a tough crowd to placate. Rumours and momentum can 
gather so quickly that they can become self-fulfilling. 

Generally speaking, European governments have committed 
themselves to a period of fiscal belt-tightening – the dreaded 
“austerity measures.” Given sufficient political will (to be fair, 
there is little choice), and time, these actions will correct the 
past excesses, but it will take time. Looking back at past issues 
of Intuition, at the height of the Credit Crunch we wrote that 
the global economy is likely to face a protracted period of 
sub-trend growth. Short term stimulus measures temporarily 
obscured this fact, but there is no doubt that periods of 
“deleveraging” (or reducing the total amount of debt) are 
associated with lower economic activity. 

Across the Atlantic, the scale of the problem facing the US has 
also come to the fore. Whilst we were always confident that 
the US would reach a deal on its debt, we did not expect such 
a dangerous level of brinkmanship. That the US economy was 
downgraded from its coveted “Triple A” rating was no surprise, 
not to us and nor to the markets. However, it has brought 
the scale of the US debt burden into sharp focus, and forced 
politicians to negotiate a long term solution. To our minds, 
that is a huge step forward – one first has to admit there is a 
problem before it can be corrected. History might look back 
on this moment as the turning point, when wounded America 
started to rebuilt itself from the ground up.

If markets were expecting a downgrade, why then have they 
experienced such extreme volatility in August? The simple 
answer is that focus has turned sharply to global growth, or 
the lack thereof. That concern was sparked by two events:

1. The announcement by the US Federal Reserve that they 
are unlikely to raise interest rates (already at historic lows) 
until at least 2013. In normal circumstances that might 
be interpreted as good news, but in this instance, it was 
interpreted as “conditions must be worse than we thought 
if that is the Fed’s outlook.” 

2. Poor employment data. Despite the recovery, the US 
economy is struggling to create jobs, something with 
which we in South Africa can sympathise hugely.

As August has worn on, the data and volatility have become 
ever more erratic. What is now clear is that the soft patch 
that we had previously alluded to from April to June was 
indeed coming to an end – the data points to stronger activity 

in July. Unfortunately though, the extreme volatility of late 
has a mind of its own, and in this environment, rumour can 
become a self-fulfilling prophecy. Following such extreme 
financial market movements, it is also clear that consumers 
and companies alike have become much more cautious in 
August – worried about the future and what is being signalled 
by markets. The irony of the situation is that financial markets 
have been volatile owing to concerns over a slowdown in 
growth. That slowdown might have been avoided, but may 
now actually come to pass owing to the extreme maket 
conditions. It’s a crazy world in which we find ourselves.

Over the longer term, there can be little doubt that the world 
is facing a period of below trend growth as both consumers 
and governments deleverage and repay debt. That process 
is already underway – ordinary people are taking the lead to 
rebuild savings and repay debt. The chart below highlights 
the long term level of savings for individuals across America. 
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After years a decline, the trend has finally reversed. There 
is room for further improvement, but at least the trend 
is moving in the right direction. A similar trend is evident 
elsewhere. Unfortunately this takes time. The same applies 
to governments, although they have barely begun to make 
any real progress. It is hard to see the global economy really 
growing fast whilst this process is underway. So long term 
expectations (five to ten years) must be tempered accordingly. 
It should imply unexciting times ahead, but if allowed to take 
its course, could lay the foundation for significant gains later 
on.

In the short term, markets are going to be held hostage by 
every economic data point, and extreme movements in 
either direction are likely as the data ebbs and flows. Our 
base case remains that the global economy is unlikely to slip 
back into recession, but markets are concerned that growth 
is not dissimilar to where it was this time last year, and yet 
governments have little ammunition left with which to fight 
deteriorating conditions. That concern is valid, but our view 
remains that outright recession is unlikely, although a period 
of weak growth is certainly possible, and indeed probable.

Under those anticipated conditions, what is an appropriate 
investment strategy? Before I answer that question, there are 
a few points worth pondering:

• When the Financial Crisis first reared its head in late 
2007, it was companies who faced uncertain times. They 
had borrowed heavily to expand during the preceding 
economic boom. The sudden evaporation in sales left 
them vulnerable. Many were forced to issue new shares, 
often at heavily discounted values, to repay debt. That 
is no longer the case. Companies are financially strong, 
having repaid debt, cut costs, and laid a foundation for 
growth in anticipation of a weaker environment.

• A typical investment strategy during recessionary periods 
is to sell shares and reinvest the proceeds in cash (money 
markets) and government bonds. No problem, but does 
that really hold water on this occasion? Interest rates are 
at all time lows, and yields (income due) on government 
bonds have never been lower. In the US and Europe, interest 
earned on these investments is lower than inflation – so 
you’re starting the investment from a negative position 
when referenced against inflation. 

• The problem with an investment into government bonds 
is the credit-worthiness of the governments themselves 

- the exact issue that has sparked the latest bout of 
turmoil. Investors are questioning whether governments 
will have the ability to repay them for money borrowed, 
yet they continue to lend that same government more 
money, at ridiculous terms. To put it succinctly: investors 
are prepared to lend the US government money for 10 
years, and receive only 2.1% per annum. The same applies 
across many European countries (although not Greece!) 
Have big investors lost the plot? On the one hand they 
want the dragon slayed, yet on the other hand, continue 
to feed and nurture it. As I said before, it’s a crazy world 
out there.

Reading the points above, you would be forgiven for thinking 
that we had suddenly joined Alice in Wonderland. Nothing 
makes sense. Everything is upside down.  For our part, our 
take on the unfolding events, is as follows:

1. Of crucial importance is that we do not think the world is 
heading into another recession, but rather a period of sub-
trend economic growth. There will be economic growth, 
but just not too much of it. Remember that the US and 
Europe are facing excessive debt burdens. Much of the 
emerging world is facing no such dilemma. The Financial 
Crisis showed us that we live in a small world, where all 
countries are inter-connected. True, but stagnation in 
Europe does not imply stagnation elsewhere. Emerging 
markets will continue to grow, just at a slower rate than 
previously expected.

2. Shares  are cheap, and companies are well run. 
Furthermore, they are accountable to their shareholders, 
who monitor corporate governance and risk closely. Weak 
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shares are punished, or simply gobbled up by others. There 
is no mercy for perennial under-performers. Unfortunately 
governments rarely face such ultimatums.

3. Shares are cheap both in absolute terms (although 
they could get cheaper), and relative to other types of 
investments. At the end of the day, money (pension 
contributions and other forced savings) must be invested 
somewhere. The traditional alternatives are far from 
appealing. In the US and Europe, many shares offer 
dividend yields well in excess of interest received on 
government bonds. Adjusted for tax, the gap widens even 
further.

When the dust settles from this latest bout of volatility, I believe 
it will signal the last hurrah of what has been a phenomenal 
rally in global bonds over the past twenty five years. Bond 
yields have fallen relentlessly since the mid 1980s, but the 
journey is coming to an end. On the contrary, shares will start 
to resemble solid value for long term investors, especially in 
an environment of ultra low interest rates and stubbornly 
persistent inflation.

That does not mean to say that shares will offer “dripping 
roast” returns. Far from it. In my opinion, even shares could 
be staring at a dull few years, where prices tread water, but 
valuations get steadily more attractive. 
However, what separates an investment 
in shares from the rest is the steady 
cash returns from rising dividends. In an 
economic environment of weak growth, 
companies will have little incentive to 
expand aggressively, except into new 
markets. Cash balances will rise and will 
ultimately be returned to shareholders. 
The dividend yield on the JSE All Share 
Index is currently 2.85% (the average for 
all South African shares.) I predict that 
the yield for the overall index will rise to 
between 3.5% and 4%, possibly higher - 
many companies will offer yields in excess of 5%-6% - before 
the market really starts its new bull rally.

What implications does that have for our investment strategy? 
In principal, not much. Our relentless focus on dividends and 
dividend growth is ideally suited to a scenario where share 
prices stagnate. Regular, and rising, dividends offer tangible 
returns as well as a steady cash stream for reinvestment 
and growth. In practice, there will be winners and losers 

amongst companies. Winners will be those that can expand 
into new markets, keep costs under control and have some 
degree of pricing power. In short, stock picking, or singling 
out successful companies from the crowd, will become more 
important. That is our job.

In summary, there is a risk that the current volatility takes 
on a mind of its own and becomes a self-fulfilling downward 
spiral of weak financial markets, loss of confidence from both 

business and consumers, and ultimately 
recessionary conditions. We do not believe 
that will be the case, although we will 
monitor developments closely. And whilst 
shares may bear the brunt of investors’ 
fears at present, we believe they will stand 
head and shoulders above the peer group 
when the dust finally settles. But looking 
forward, investors must adjust their return 
expectations. A return of 10% p.a from 
shares is very acceptable, especially relative 
to inflation of 6%. In my opinion, the glory 
days of 30%+ returns are gone for the 
foreseeable future. Investing will become a 

marathon, not a sprint. But that is what it always should have 
been.

That said, we know that extreme market volatility is unnerving 
even for those with iron constitutions. We remain at hand 
to discuss unfolding events and answer queries with clients 
at any stage. Please get in touch, even if it is just to seek 
reassurance over a cup of tea or coffee.
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“When the dust settles from 
this latest bout of volatility, I 
believe it will signal the last 
hurrah of what has been a 
phenomenal rally in global 
bonds over the past twenty 

five years.”
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BAT released its results for the 6 month 
period ended 30th June 2011, on 
the 27th July 2011.  The results were 
dependably in line with the forecast 
made by the directors six months 
earlier, and show that the directors can 
be trusted in providing shareholders 
with accurate projected earnings and 
dividends. 

Details are as follows:

• Worldwide sales of cigarettes have fallen by 1%, but BAT’s 
four global brands all increased market share, as follows:

• Despite the modest increase in turnover, operating profit 
increased by 18%.  This demonstrates the control of costs 
and the increase in operating efficiencies and distributions 
which have been achieved by management.

• Free cash flow is defined by the directors as the cash flow 
before the payment of dividends to shareholders, the share 
buy-back programme and investing activities (acquisitions 
or investment in productive assets).  The strong cash flows 
of £2.1 billion give the directors plenty of options as to 
how to spend and/or retain this largesse.

The Harvard House team is unwavering in our belief that 
dividends are key to consistent investment performance.  BAT 
stands out as a model of consistency, a company which can be 
relied upon to pay out increasing dividends to shareholders.  

Details are as follows:

It is the policy of the directors to pay one-third of the previous 
year’s total dividend, as the interim dividend for the next 
year.  The final dividend for the year ended 31st December 
2011 is our estimate for the year.  If BAT does pay a dividend 
of 131p for the year ended 31st December 2011, then at an 
exchange rate of £1 = R11, the dividend in rand terms will be 
1441 cents.  This gives an historic dividend yield of 4.8% at a 
price of 30000 cents.

Additional comments from the directors which we noted 
included:

1. BAT has enjoyed a very good half year as a result of 
continued pricing momentum, and an exceptionally strong 
performance from our Global Drive Brands.

2. 13 Million shares were repurchased during the period at 
an average price of £25.76 per share, at a total cost of 
£335 million.

Pence Per Share 2011 2010 2009 2008
Interim (June) 38.1 33.2 27.9 22.1
Final (December) 93.2* 81.0 71.6 61.6
Total 131.3 114.2 99.5 83.7

* Expected for the year ended December 2011.

Bat: stEadY amidst a sEa of UncErtaintY 

Dunhill 1%
Kent 16%
Lucky Strike 8%
Pall Mall 14%

Figures in £ Billion June 2011 June 2010 % Gain
Revenue 7.438 7.298 2%
Operating Profit 2.691 2.271 18%
Free Cash Flow 2.104 1.902 11%
Earnings Per Share 
(UK Pence)

94.5 76.9 23%

Nigel Porter

Bond may have abandoned his cigarettes, but millions have not.
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3. On 26th May 2011, BAT agreed to acquire 100% of 
Protobaco of Columbia, the second largest cigarette 
company in Columbia, for US$452 million.  (Subject to 
competition authority approval which is still awaited.)

4. The chairman commented that with continued pricing 
momentum, an increase in market share and the rate 
of decline in total world volume of cigarettes sold now 
moderating, BAT is on track for another very good year.

In summary, we consider BAT to be a rock solid, very efficient 
company of world class standing.  There are few competitors, 
and there are unlikely to ever be any new serious challengers, 
as few newcomers would want to enter the tobacco industry.  
The dividend is well covered by both earnings and cashflows 
and the continued increase in the dividend for the next 2-3 
years appears to be assured.  It also remains a classic rand-
hedge stock, should the rand weaken against the pound 
sterling.  It remains a core holding in all serious long term 
portfolios.

Howick PrivatE HosPital: GoinG from strEnGtH to strEnGtH

I attended the Annual General Meeting 
of shareholders which was held in 
Howick on 25th July 2011 and report 
back on proceedings as list in the table 
opposite.

Clearly the hospital traded well during 
the year and the results are most 
encouraging for shareholders.  However, 
I raised the point at the AGM that the 
company was established in June 2003 
and 8 years later, by June 2011, no 

dividend has as yet been paid to shareholders.  There has 
been substantial capital growth in the value of the shares, 
as they were issued at R5,000 per share in June 2003 and 
the last traded price was R17,000 which gives a compound 
growth per annum in excess of 15%.

The early losses have been recouped and the company now 
has retained income of R3,845,000.  However, the long term 
growth of the company is constrained by two factors, firstly, 
the small number of 26 beds available and secondly, the 
number of specialists who will use the operating theatres on 
a permanent basis.  Medi-Clinic, who manages the hospital, 
made it quite clear that these two factors needed to be 
addressed if continued growth was to be achieved for the 
longer term.

There are plans to double the size of the hospital and the 
expansion programme will be discussed with shareholders 
at a special meeting to be held at an unspecified future 
date.  Shareholders will be asked to vote on the proposal at 
that meeting.  If the majority of shareholders approve the 
expansion plans, shareholders will then be called upon to 

contribute further capital to the company, in proportion to 
their individual shareholdings in order to fund the expansion 
programme.

In summary, the hospital has already been of enormous 
benefit to Howick and the local medical fraternity has grown 
in strength and diversity in the past eight years.  In my 
opinion, this company remains on track to add substantial 
value to shareholders provided they approve of the expansion 
programme, and are prepared to raise the necessary capital 
to fund it.  Those shareholders who need an income after 8 
years of holding the shares should now consider selling those 
shares, as they are unlikely to receive an income for the next 
5-8 years.

Nigel Porter

Figures in R mil June 2011 June 2010 % Gain
Revenue 26.87 24.08 12%
Operating Profit 3.34 2.49 34%
Profit Before Tax 3.43 2.37 45%
Profit After Tax 2.46 1.71 44%

The thriving Howick Hospital in the Kwazulu-Natal Midlands.
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Disclaimer:
The information contained in this newsletter comes from sources believed to be reliable, but Harvard House Investment Management (Pty) Ltd , Harvard 
House Financial Services Trust, and Harvard House, Chartered Accountants (collectively known as the Harvard House Group), do not warrant its completeness 
or accuracy.  Opinions, estimates and assumptions constitute our judgment as of the date hereof and are subject to change without notice.  Past performance 
is not indicative of future results.  This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. Any investor who 
wishes to invest with the Company should seek additional advice from an authorized representative of the firm. The Company accepts no liability whatsoever 
for any loss or damages whatsoever and howsoever incurred, or suffered, resulting, or arising, from the use of this newsletter. The contents of this newsletter 
does not constitute advice as contemplated in the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act (FAIS) of 2002.
 
The Harvard House unit trusts are registered under the Metropolitan Collective Investments Schemes license.  Custodian: Standard Executors & Trustees:  Tel 
(021) 401-2286.  Collective Investments are generally medium to long term investments. The value of participating interests may go down as well as up and 
past performance is not necessarily a guide to the future. Collective Investments are traded at ruling prices and can engage in script lending.  Forward pricing is 
used. Commission and incentives may be paid and if so, are included in the overall cost.  This fund may be closed to new investors.  Collective Investment  prices 
are calculated on a Net Asset Value basis and auditor’s fees, bank charges, trustee and RSC levies are levied against the portfolio. The portfolio manager may 
borrow up to 10% of portfolio NAV to bridge insufficient liquidity.   Metropolitan Collective Investments is a member of the ACI and is an authorised Financial 
Services Provider.  Should you have any further queries or complaints regarding the suite of units trusts offered by The Harvard House Group please contact:  
Metropolitan Collective Investments Ltd Call Centre, Tel:  0860 100 279, Fax:  (021) 940 5885, PO Box 925 Bellville, 7535 Email:  metunit@metropolitan.co.za.  
If your complaint has not been resolved to your satisfaction, kindly contact our Complaints Resolution Committee, Tel:  (021) 940 5880, Fax:  (021) 940 6205, 
Email:  emoruck@metropolitan.co.za.  For your information, the FAIS ombudsman provides an independent and objective advisory service.  Should you not be 
satisfied with the outcome of a complaint handled by Metropolitan, please write to, The Ombudsman, PO Box 74571, Lynnwoodridge, 0040.  Telephone (012) 
470 9080/99.  Fax (012) 348 3447.  Email:  info@faisombud.co.za
 
Harvard House Investment Management (Pty) Ltd is an authorized financial services provider in terms of the FAIS Act (2002); Licence no: 675  
Harvard House Financial Services Trust is an authorized financial services provider in terms of the FAIS Act (2002); Licence no: 7758 
Harvard House, Chartered Accountants is an authorized financial services provider in terms of the FAIS Act (2002); Licence no: 14724

For more information on the range of products and services offered by Harvard House Investment Management 
and its associated companies (including Harvard House, Chartered Accountants), or for any financial advice, 
please contact the Company at:
Harvard House     Tel:  +27 (0) 33 330 2164
3 Harvard Street PO Box 235   Fax:  +27 (0) 33 330 2617   
Howick 3290  Howick 3290   E-mail:  admin@hhgroup.co.za
South Africa  South Africa   Website: www.hhgroup.co.za    

insiGHt sEminar: kZn midlands & GaUtEnG
Politics seems to be at the forefront of investors’ minds at present. Whether it be Julius Malema’s repeated outburst on 
nationalization, or the increasingly aggressive stance of the Zimbabwean government towards foreign firms, there is a 
growing mood of unease over the future direction of government policy. Our next seminar will try and shed some light on 
our thoughts on these tricky issues.

These functions continue to draw a lot of 
support, for which we are very grateful. 
All clients are welcome, and please invite 
friends along if you feel they may benefit 
from the evening.

Natal Midlands
Topic: Politics, economics and markets
Date: Tuesday 27th September 2011
Venue: Cowan House Dining Room
Address: 11 Dennis Shepstone Drive, Hilton
Time: 5.30pm for 6pm
RSVP: Cathy Maitin Casalis on 033 330 2164 or cathym@hhgroup.co.za


